To any admissible category of algebras and a family of fibrations on it a universal bivariant excisive homotopy invariant algebraic K -theory is associated. Also, Morita invariant and stable universal bivariant K -theories are studied. We introduce an additive category of correspondencies for non-unital algebras and study the problem of when stable bivariant K -groups can be computed by means of correspondences.
composition of morphisms. Now K K is the universal functor into an additive category A that is homotopy invariant, C * -stable (i.e.
, A(A, K ⊗ B) ∼ = A(A, B)), and split exact (i.e., A(A, E) ∼ = A(A, J ) ⊕ A(A, B)
, if 0 −→ J −→ E −→ B −→ 0 is a split exact sequence of C * -algebras).
Using abstract ideas from category theory, Higson constructed a new theory, later called E-theory. One takes the additive category K K and forms a category of fractions E with morphism sets E(A, B) by inverting in K K all morphisms induced by an inclusion I −→ A of a closed ideal I into a C * -algebra A, for which the quotient A/I is contractible. The category E is additive with a natural functor from the category of separable C * -algebras into E (which factors over K K ). In E, every extension of C * -algebras (not necessarily admitting a completely positive splitting) induces long exact sequences in E(−, D) and E(D, −). Moreover, E is the universal functor into an additive category which is homotopy invariant, stable and half-exact. The categories K K and E as well as some other variants of bivariant theories can be viewed as triangulated categories (see [20, 21] ).
Since the construction of K K -theory and E-theory used techniques which are quite specific to C * -algebras it seemed for many years that similar theories for other topological algebras would be impossible. However, in [7] [8] [9] Cuntz constructed a bivariant two-periodic theory kk lca * (A, B) on the category of locally convex algebras with all the desired properties, in particular the usual properties of (differentiable) homotopy invariance, long exact sequences associated with extensions and stability under tensoring by the algebra of rapidly decreasing matrices. Similar to the triangulated categories K K and E this bivariant theory can also be thought of as a triangulated category, denoted by kk lca , whose objects are the locally convex algebras and Homsets are given by kk lca 0 (A, B) . There is as well a canonical functor from the category of locally convex algebras to the category kk lca . This theory also allows to carry over ideas and techniques from locally convex algebras to its possible algebraic counterpart for the category of all algebras.
Motivated by ideas and work of Cuntz on bivariant K -theory of locally convex algebras [7] [8] [9] , Cortiñas and Thom [5] define bivariant graded abelian groups kk * (A, B) on the category Alg k of algebras over a unital ground ring k. The groups depend on a class F of extensions of algebras, which is either the class F surj of all surjective homomorphisms of k-algebras or the class of k-split surjective homomorphisms F spl . This bivariant theory can also be thought of as a triangulated category kk, whose objects are those of Alg k and morphisms between two algebras A, B ∈ Alg k are given by kk 0 (A, B) . There is a canonical functor j : Alg k −→ kk sending an algebra to itself. Cortiñas- Thom [5] prove that j is the universal functor from Alg k to a triangulated category T that is (polynomially) homotopy invariant, 
